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Brought up in Dubai, Natasha Jethwani obtained a Fashion 
Marketing degree in London after which she was also certified 

in Jewellery Design and joined her husband, Vikram Jethwani in 
their Dubai based label, Vik Jethwani Fine Jewellery. 
The vision… “My husband, Vik, and I started this label together 
five years ago when we noticed a gap in the market for contemporary, 
fashion forward and easy to wear Fine Jewellery. We work hard to 
create pieces that are of  excellent quality and are versatile, light and 
ultimately ones which women enjoy wearing.”
Your signature aesthetic… “I’m a bit of  a fashion chameleon 
and tend not to stick to just one ‘look’ or trend. I love experimenting 
with colours and cuts when dressing up and am just as comfortable 
in a tea-length floral dress as I am in a fitted black jumpsuit. It 
really depends on my mood and the occasion. I especially love to 
pair contrasting items and trends together to create my own look. I 
definitely let my accessories do the talking.”
Top style must-dos… “Always be gracious and carry yourself  
with class. A warm smile and a good blow dry will always complete 
your ‘look’ too. I truly believe in the words, ‘It’s not what you wear 
but how you wear it,’ so experiment and have fun!” 
The design tools you can’t live without... “As I handle our 
Instagram account, that’s definitely a tool that I’m addicted to! Aside 
from creating content and posting on a regular basis, I need to be 
available to answer DMs. You can learn a lot from it also through 
research. I use the Notes App and the camera on my iPhone all the 
time. Anytime I see anything, be it a colour or a texture that I want 
to remember, I take a picture of  it and then write that thought down 
in my Notes.”
An item from your label that lies in your wardrobe? “Several 
items from our label reside or ‘find’ their way to my jewellery box. 
Many times when we design a piece and produce it, I wear the 
sample so people can see it on me. I will style it in many different 
ways and introduce the piece to my circle and through social media.” 
A piece from your collection that is the perfect reflection 
of  your signature aesthetic? “I am never without my rose gold 
diamond star ear studs, my assortment of  Vik Jet Diamond Chokers 
and recently, my RAYS collarbone necklace. All of  these pieces are 
so versatile and can be dressed up or down. My style differs from 
day-to-day based on my mood and these pieces complement any of  
my looks perfectly.”
What have been the greatest rewards from realising your 
design dreams? “When you design anything, clothes or jewellery, 
the biggest reward will always come from seeing people wear your 
pieces. We have clients of  all ages that have many different styles 
senses. It’s always so exciting to see who chooses which pieces and 
how they wear them. I don’t think that feeling of  satisfaction and 
those butterflies will ever go away!”
Which designer’s ethos speaks to you?  “I admire any designer 
today who keeps themselves current and relevant. Social media has 
changed the game and there’s a whole new world to navigate. It’s a 
difficult industry and people are fickle, so it’s up to us as designers to 
keep giving our consumers what they want, before they even know 
they want it. We respect those who are working hard and share the 
same ethics and values as we do.”
Style muse…  “I would love to see our jewellery on Sonam Kapoor 
or Aimee Song from Song of  Style. I admire the way they pull their 
looks together so flawlessly. Whether it’s high street labels, local 
designers or couture, they know what works for their bodies and how 
to mix it all together.”  
Tell us about some of  the celebrities who’ve worn your 
label… “I can’t mention too many names as our industry is quite 
a private one – but royalty, countless international socialites and 
magazine editors as well as luxury fashion influencer, Rosemin 
Manji and top regional designer – Ayesha Depala.”
What’s next? “A Singapore trunk show is on the cards for this year. 
On the personal front, we are already married to each other and 
have three kids! What’s left?” (laughs)
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Kajal Fabiani was born and brought up 
between Madrid and London and obtained 

a degree from the Gemological Institute of  
America, after which she went on to create a 
fine jewellery brand – KAJ Fine Jewellery, which 
is an extension of  her personal style. It combines 
sensuality with modern femininity and is known 
for its Evil Eye gift collection. She says, “My 
jewellery has been designed for women who 
have a strong sense of  what they like and who 
wear jewellery with sheer elegance and tradition. 
Versatile and timeless, my collection has been 
designed to transform and complete the look of  
the wearer.”

The vision… “To establish myself  as a creator 
of  effortlessly chic fine jewellery for travellers 
from all over the world. I want women to feel sexy 
and confident when they wear my jewellery.” 
Your signature aesthetic… “I like to keep 
it simple with my clothes and use accessories to 
enhance my look. Generally I prefer timeless 
pieces that I can wear all year round, and I 
love to experiment with colourful jewellery.” 
Top style must-dos… “Be your own person 
while developing your unique style. Dress  
for your body type. Be comfortable in what  
you’re wearing.”
The design tools you can’t live 
without...  “A fine pencil and paper are all I 
really need. I travel a lot so I sketch as and when 
I get inspired. I am always looking for colour 
combinations, prints or shapes that appeal to me.” 
An item from your label that lies in 
your wardrobe? “There are quite a few 
actually. Most of  my pieces are very versatile 
and easy to wear. From a casual lunch at the 
beach in Mykonos to a glamorous evening 
dancing in London, my favourites are the 
stackable diamond bracelets from my prêt line.”  
A piece from your collection that 
is the perfect reflection of  your 
signature aesthetic?  “My midi rings 
and hand chain slave bracelets which are 
set in coffee and black diamonds. They give 
you the perfect amount of  bling you need.”  
What have been the greatest rewards 
from realising your design dreams? 
“I am a really private person, but through 
design I am able to express myself  easily.” 
Which designer’s ethos speaks to you? 
“Azzedine Alaia and Manish Malhotra. They 
both create pieces that are original, feminine 
and extremely well made.” 
Style muse…  “Olivia Palermo and Meghan 
Markle. They’ve always kept things sleek and 
simple, which makes them look effortlessly stylish.” 
Tell us about some of  the celebrities 
who’ve worn your label… “Sonam Kapoor, 
Athiya Shetty, Anushka Sharma, Kanika 
Kapoor, Kriti Sanon...”
What’s next? “Now that I have established 
myself  with both my high-end and prêt 
line, I would like to expand my distribution 
internationally. I would like people to have 
access to and be able to touch and feel my pieces 
at more places in the world.”
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